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When you are one of the industry’s most respected and experienced space planners, it’s only logical that awards and 
accolades follow. having won more than 60 regional, state and national awards, the team at sublime architectural 
interiors knows how to create a space that is more than just somewhere to store, prepare and cook food. the new 
space makes life easier and interacting with your family and friends more enjoyable.

sublime architectural interiors, based in brisbane, was established by kim duffin (ckd au, cbd au)(pictured next 
page) with the support of his wife, rebecca, in 2006. during this time kim has been awarded the top gong – australian 
kitchen design of the Year – three times from the leading industry bodies of the housing industry association (hia) 
and the kitchen and bathroom design institute (kbdi).

in 2012, sublime architectural interiors was awarded from the hia both the australian kitchen design of the Year and 
australian kitchen of the Year. this was the first time that the company had taken out both awards in the same year.
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the first kitchen pictured here was designed by kim to help the occupants capture their unique surrounds of native 
australian bush by bringing the outside in and using features such as frameless windows in splashbacks and digitally 
printed glass to blur the lines between indoor and outdoor living.

most would agree that this kitchen was a worthy winner at the 2012 hia australian housing awards and the 2011 kbdi 
kitchen and bathroom awards.

during 2012, sublime architectural interiors also completed two new kitchen and living displays. a new design studio 
is located at the sumner Park head office. this space gives visitors the opportunity to view concepts such as a dining/
bench space solution using a Linak lift system, caesarstone’s new concetto range, blum drawer and door hardware 
and a sample of appliances from neff and gaggenau.
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Located in Virginia in the northern suburbs of brisbane, sublime architectural interiors has partnered 
with electronic Living (www.electronicliving.com.au), to help create an experience centre where visitors 
can see how kitchens, bathrooms and media rooms can be enhanced by using the latest technology. the 
experience centre was awarded the 2012 hia Queensland outstanding showroom of the Year.

the luxury kitchen on display features a motorised backlit caesarstone concetto benchtop, mirror tV in 
cabinetry, invisible speakers, in-wall touch panel and premium swiss appliances.

the studio at sumner Park can be visited between 9am and 2pm, monday to Friday or by appointment 
outside of these hours. the experience centre can be viewed by appointment only.

sublime architectural interiors is Queensland’s most awarded kitchen designer and project manager. With 
the kitchen becoming the focal point for most homes, the experience, innovation and reliability offered by 
sublime architectural interiors would be of benefit to anyone looking to renovate or build a new home.

contact
Sublime Architectural Interiors
6/45 Jijaws street
sumner Park
tel: (07) 3715 6009
email: admin@sublimegroup.com.au
Website: www.sublimegroup.com.au


